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Report date: 22nd May 2021

K.R. Mangalam University, School of Medical and Allied Sciences
organized the National-level webinar which is Sponsored by Indian
Pharmacy Graduates’ Association (IPGA) on 21st May 2021 at 11 AM, on
the topic “Indian Pharmaceutical Export: Careers for students” Event
started by a welcome deliverance given by the session moderator Dr. Mamta
Shankar, Assistant professor, SMAS. She welcomed Convenor of the event Dr.
Arun Garg, Dean (SMAS) and General Secretary IPGA by reciting his
achievements. He addressed all the audience and welcomed the speaker of the
event Dr. Appaji PV, Founder and Former Director General, Pharmexil,
India by reciting his CV and achievements.
The webinar was bedecked by eloquent and eminent speaker, Dr. Appaji PV,
who filled the space with their wisdom and astounded the audience with their
insightful and inspiring journey in pharma field. He covered all the history part
of India like how India captures pharmaceutical market, Formation of National
Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA) and his contribution towards Indian
pharma sector as a drug controller and Policy maker in different authorities.
Around 217+ Participants from Different States Joined the event at Zoom
Platform. Dr. Appaji well explained about all the aspects and job opportunities
in each field of Pharmacy. His talk also emphasis towards research and
innovation and suggested our students to move towards this Zone of pharma
sector.
At last many renowned dignitaries join the panel like Dr. R.N. Gupta, Dean of
school of pharmaceuticals (BITS, Ranchi), Dr. Jagashetty who is renowned
person in a Medical Device Field and Mr. Pawan kr. Jaggi, Former Deputy
drug controller, Delhi, they addressed the meeting and enlighten our attendees
with insightful Knowledge. The event was followed by the Q&A session which
is coordinated by Mr. Rajesh Sharma, Student Coordinator. The webinar was
then successfully concluded by Dr. Arun Garg and Dr. Mamta Shankar who
presented the Vote of Thanks and final remarks. All things considered, the
Webinar was a grand success and efforts put in by Organizing team proved to
be fruitful under the guidance of Dr. Arun Garg and Dr. Mamta Shankar.
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